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Multiuser Receivers That are Robust
to Delay Mismatch
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Abstract—We investigate a new robust multiuser signal detector
for asynchronous code-division multiple-access uplink channels
under delay mismatch. We first formulate a robust decorrelating
detector by dividing each user into two virtual users with rect-
angular chip pulse shapes. To increase the system capacity, a
multistage version of the robust decorrelating detector is derived,
which can achieve capacity of up to ( +1) of the spreading
factor, where is the observation block length. We further
propose a robust successive interference cancellation (SIC) imple-
mentation. The proposed robust SIC detector adds only a residual
error estimation procedure onto the standard SIC detector, so
its computational complexity is of the same order of that of the
SIC. Performance is investigated via analysis and simulation.
Computer simulation results showed that our proposed robust
SIC detector outperforms the conventional decorrelating detector
when delay estimation error is present, and its performance is
close to that of the decorrelating detector with perfect time-delay
information. Finally, we generalize the robust SIC detector to the
case of nonrectangular chip pulse shapes.

Index Terms—Code-division multiple access (CDMA), delay
mismatch, multiuser detection, pulse shaping, robust detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

A VARIETY of low-complexity multiuser detectors have
been proposed in the past decade, including the decorre-

lating detector [1], the minimum mean-square error (MMSE)
detector [2], and the multistage successive interference can-
cellation (SIC) [3] and parallel interference cancellation (PIC)
detector [4]. However, these multiuser detectors all need per-
fect time-delay information for all the users at the basestation
receiver.

In a practical code-division multiple-access (CDMA) com-
munication system, time delays have to be estimated. Existing
delay estimation methods include the sliding correlator [6], sub-
space-based algorithms [7], [8], single-user maximum-likeli-
hood [9], and the large sample maximum-likelihood (LSML)
algorithm [10]. For an observation length of 100 symbols, cur-
rent sliding correlator delay estimation methods [6] can achieve
a delay estimation error within 0.2 , and the subspace-based
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MUSIC algorithm can achieve 0.03 , where is the chip du-
ration [7].

The effect of imperfect time-delay estimation, i.e., delay mis-
match, on the performance of multiuser detectors has been in-
vestigated in [11]–[15]. It is shown that these multiuser detec-
tors are sensitive to delay mismatch: bit error rate (BER) per-
formance degrades greatly even with relatively small delay es-
timation errors under severe near–far scenarios, i.e., 20 dB.

Modified multiuser detectors have, thus, been proposed to
mitigate the effects of imperfect time delay. The decorrelating
detector [16] and delay-independent decorrelating detector [17]
for the quasi-synchronous CDMA (QS-CDMA) channel are
based on a deterministic delay error model for a rectangular
chip pulse shape. The chip-asynchronous user signal is modeled
as the sum of signals from two equivalent chip-synchronous
virtual users. The multiple-access interference (MAI) is com-
pletely rejected when the true delay and estimated delay are
in the same chip interval. However, because they double the
number of pseudonoise (PN) codes used, the noise enhance-
ment problem of the decorrelating detector is more severe, and
their capacity will not exceed 50% of the spreading factor [17].

The QS-CDMA MMSE detector [16], the improved MMSE
(IMMSE) multiuser detector for asynchronous CDMA [26], and
two robustified detectors [18] are based on stochastic delay error
modeling. The detectors [16] and [26] achieve robustness by
averaging over all possible delay errors, assuming zero-mean
Gaussian [26] or uniform delay error distribution [16], respec-
tively. In [18], the linear transformation matrix of the MMSE
and decorrelating detector is modified. Although the stochastic
approach improves the average BER for a large delay error dis-
tribution, the residual MAI caused by timing error is not com-
pletely eliminated and is, therefore, not near–far resistant.

We consider multiuser detection for the asynchronous CDMA
uplink under delay mismatch using a similar approach as in [16]
and [17], and chip-matched sampling and filtering. We assume
that the delays of all users are estimated to within the same chip
interval of the true delay. Our proposed robust multiuser detector
is insensitive to time-delay estimation errors, with a capacity
close to 100% of the spreading factor, and performs well for
bandlimited chip waveforms.

Without loss of generality, we consider a single-path CDMA
uplink channel, assuming active users. We note that an

-path, -user channel can be modeled as a single-path system
with users.

For rectangular chip pulses, the equivalent discrete-time user
signal can be expressed as the sum of signals from two equiv-
alent virtual users. We divide the twovirtual users into anes-
timated virtual userwith signature waveform at the estimated
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delay, and oneerror virtual userwith signature waveform as
the error vector corresponding to the difference between the
true delay and estimated delay. Thus, we view a signal from
one propagation path as signals arriving from two virtual paths.
Since the delay error will only affect the amplitude of those two
virtual users’ signals, and since it is well known that the decor-
relating detector does not require user amplitude information,
it is possible to design a robust decorrelating detector for those
2 virtual users and eliminate the MAI [17].

To increase capacity beyond 50% of the spreading factor,
we use a block of symbols, and apply the new robust
decorrelating detector on a block in a multistage fashion.
In each stage, separate error vectors are combined into
an -symbol length error vector using tentative data bit
decisions from the previous stage. The result is an equivalent

-user CDMA system, and the system capacity is
increased to of the spreading factor.

Since the multistage decorrelating detector is extremely com-
plex to compute, we propose a robust SIC detector. At each
SIC iteration, the delay mismatch-introduced interference is es-
timated and cancelled using decision feedback from the tenta-
tive data bits.

This robust SIC is then generalized to bandlimited chip pulse
shapes. Unlike [16] and [26], the robust SIC detector does not
require an assumed delay error distribution.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system
models are described. Section III proposes the robust SIC mul-
tiuser detector under delay mismatch, and is analyzed in Sec-
tion IV. Section V generalizes the new detector to bandlimited
chip pulse shapes, while Section VI provides simulation results.
The symbols , , and denote transpose, conjugate,
and conjugate transpose operations, respectively.denotes an

identity matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the basestation uplink receiver that has knowl-
edge of the spreading codes of all users. It is assumed that the
delays of all users are estimated to within one chip interval of
the true delays. For clarity and brevity, we consider a single-path
channel. However, the method can be extended to the case of
multipath channels in a straightforward manner.

Using a similar system model to [1], the received signals are
assumed to be carrier phase-synchronized and coherently re-
ceived, so the equivalent baseband signal is real

(1)

where and are the th user’s
received signal amplitude and data bit for theth time interval,
respectively, is the th user’s propagation delay,
is the bit duration, is the total number of users, and is
white Gaussian noise. We note that carrier phase-synchronized
MAI is a worst-case scenario.

We consider only rectangular chip pulse shapes. The more
general case is considered in Section V. In (1), the normalized
signature waveform of user, , is

(2)

where is the spreading factor, is the
spreading code, is the chip duration, and is a rectangular
pulse with duration [ ).

The decorrelating detector for asynchronous CDMA chan-
nels in [1] is based on an infinite-length bit sequence. Near–far
resistance is destroyed, however, when applied to a finite-length
observation window, which is known as the edge effect [5]. To
focus on the effect of timing errors, we eliminate edge effects by
using an isolation bit insertion (IBI) receiver [20], by inserting a
blank bit interval every bit intervals. We want to recover
transmitted data bits of each user, and select the received signal
of length for demodulation.

Assuming the channel changes relatively slowly compared to
, we model the received signal power as constant for

this interval, i.e., for .
After chip-matched filtering and chip-rate sampling, in vector

form we obtain

(3)

where

(4)

(5)

The element in (4) for the th observation interval is a
vector

(6)
The noise vector is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with

.
Assume the time delay of theth user to be ,

where is an integer and is
the fractional part. The received signature waveform of theth
bit of the th user, , can be expressed as the
combination of two adjacent shifted versions of user spreading
codes [7]

(7)

where is the th user’s spreading code vector
for the second interval, defined as

(8)

In (7), is defined as right shifted by
chips. The chip-matched filtered and sampled signal of (3) can
be expressed in more compact matrix form as

(9)
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Fig. 1. Sampling of the chip-matched filter response for rectangular chip pulse
shapes. Solid arrows represent the error in chip-matched filter response at the
sampling points due to time-delay mismatch.

where ,
is the data bit vector for theth

interval, is an diagonal matrix of
received signal amplitudes, where denotes the Kronecker
product, and . The code matrix is

(10)

and the decorrelating detector with perfect time-delay informa-
tion is constructed as [1]

(11)

III. ROBUST MULTIUSER DETECTORS

A. Prediction Error Approach

Denote the estimated time delay of theth user as
, where and

is the fractional part. Theth user’s signature waveform for the
th interval can be expressed as the weighted sum of two

signals, as shown in Fig. 1.

(12)

From (12), we can view each user as the combination of two vir-
tual users, one with estimated code vector , and the other
with error code vector .

B. Two-Virtual-User Approach

Similar to [16] and [17], these two virtual users can also be
the chip-synchronous adjacent shifted versions of that user’s
spreading code signal, i.e.,

(13)

C. Hybrid Approach

Alternatively, rather than (12), theth user’s signature wave-
form for the th interval can be expressed as a mixture
between the previous two cases, i.e.,

(14)

Each user’s code can now be viewed as the combination of three
virtual users with code vectors , , and .
We denote the vector of the third virtual user as
the guard vector. The robust SIC detector based on (14) uses a
similar technique as the prediction error approach.

The above decomposition has the advantage in that it contains
the additional term , which allows for fractional
delay error correction across integer chip boundaries. Its disad-
vantage over (12) is noise enhancement when there is no integer
chip error.

D. Robust Decorrelating Detector

For simplicity, we consider the case of fractional delay uncer-
tainty (Section III-A) only for the following algorithm descrip-
tion. In view of (12), the vector of received signal (9) is modified
as

(15)

where
, ,

, and code matrix

(16)

We can now construct a robust decorrelating detector as

(17)

Since the signal energy in the error vector may be small, we
only use the signal energy in the estimated virtual user for bit
detection, i.e.,

and (18)

Since (17) is a decorrelating detector, it does not depend on
amplitude information and is near–far resistant under delay mis-
match. However, since each user is decomposed into two virtual
users, the total number of users that can be detected is upper
bounded by , where is the spreading factor [17]. The
computational complexity of robust decorrelating detector is
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dominated by the doubled dimension matrix inversion, which
is eight times that of the decorrelating detector.

E. Multistage Robust Decorrelating Detector

One possible way to improve capacity and performance is
to use a multistage version of the above robust decorrelating
detector. At each stage, the error vectors of each user are
combined into a long error vector based on the tentative data bit
decisions, , as

(19)

We construct a new code matrix , but with a smaller di-
mension than that of (16)

(20)

The multistage robust decorrelating detector is implemented
by the following procedure.

Step 1) Use the standard decorrelating detector with estimated
time delay to obtain the initial estimate

(21)

where is defined as in (10), but with replacing
for all and .

Step 2) Construct code matrix using (19) and (20) based
on the current tentative data bit decisions.

Step 3) Obtain tentative data bit decisions for the next stage via

(22)

Step 4) If the change of from the previous stage is small
enough, end the calculation. Otherwise, go to Step 2).

The number of users that can be supported is now
. For moderate block lengths, such as ,

the capacity is now 90% of the spreading factor. Usually,
the above multistage robust detector converges to a fixed
point in three to four iterations. However, the inversion of a

matrix in (22) is still computationally
complex.

F. Robust SIC Detector

The decorrelating detector is the ML estimator when the user
amplitude information is unknown at the receiver [1]. The linear
SIC receiver is computationally attractive iterative implementa-
tion of the decorrelating detector with proven convergence prop-
erties [22], [23], which is similar to the space-alternating gen-
eralized expectation-maximization (SAGE) [24]-based iterative
decorrelating detector [25]. Since a linear SIC implementation
is used, reordering of the users according to signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at each iteration is not necessary [23], and so is not per-
formed here to reduce complexity.

We propose the following implementation of the above mul-
tistage robust decorrelating detector.

Initialization:
For , set:

Iteration:
For do:
For do:
Steps (1) through (4):
(1) Estimate user ’s received signal
for the st iteration by subtracting
other users’ reconstructed signals and the
residual signals from the received signal

(23)

where and
for ,

and ,
and

for .
(2) Update user ’s signal amplitudes and
data bits

(24)

(25)

where and take the absolute value
and the sign, respectively.
(3) Estimate the residual signal of the

th user due to timing error as

(26)

(4) Update the amplitude of the error
vector

(27)

If for all to and to ,
are below a threshold, end

the calculation.
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In the above algorithm,
is used to decorrelate the signals in and , to pre-
vent the self-interference from the residual signal due to timing
error. When , the self-interference from the timing
error residual signal is small, and it is advantageous to use
in place of in (24) and (25) to avoid the decorrela-
tion-introduced noise enhancement. We note that since

from (12), can be used to improve the delay
estimate. When there are large delay errors, we can always use

in (24) and (25) first to bring the delay error within
0.2 and apply the robust SIC again using for a second
pass. Almost all current CDMA delay-estimation methods can
provide delay error less than 0.2[6]–[10], so the first step is
usually not needed, and thus, our analysis and simulation will
largely be based on omitting self-interference decorrelation.

Our robust SIC adds an error vector signal estimation pro-
cedure to the original linear SIC. When the tentative data bit
decisions at theth iteration are all correct, then the estimated
error vector signal will have an interference cancellation factor
of 100%. When some bits of the tentative data bit decisions are
incorrect, the estimated amplitude of the error vector will be
smaller than the actual value, which is equivalent to soft can-
cellation with a factor less than 100%. So this robust SIC im-
plicitly incorporates soft interference cancellation into its iter-
ations, and will likely converge to the multistage robust decor-
relating detector output. In the case when it does not converge
to global maximum, good performance will still be expected.
Strong users are more likely to have an accurate residual error
signal estimate and cancellation. As a result, residual interfer-
ence due to timing errors will be mostly cancelled out, and the
local maximum will be close to the multistage robust decorre-
lating detector output.

In summary, the proposed robust SIC detector adds modest
complexity to the standard SIC detector, but with interference
caused by the timing errors dramatically reduced. Its capacity is
close to that of the ideal decorrelating detector with the perfect
time-delay estimates.

The above robust SIC detector can be extended to the mul-
tipath channels as well. Each resolvable signal path is divided
into two virtual paths, and the delay error-introduced interfer-
ence is estimated and cancelled for each path. The complexity
increase from the single-path case is linearly proportional to the
number of multipaths.

IV. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

In this section, we will derive the the asymptotic multiuser
efficiency (AME) and BER performance measure for the robust
SIC detector. We also calculate the implementation complexity.

A. AME and BER

The AME, a performance measure for multiuser signal detec-
tion as the background noise vanishes, for useris defined as
[27]

(28)

where is the received signal energy of user, is
the standard deviation of white Gaussian noise, is
the BER of user at the multiuser detector output, and

.
For the fractional chip uncertainty delay estimate case, the

AME and BER of the proposed robust decorrelating detector are
obtained similarly as the decorrelating detector [1]. The BER
and AME for the th bit of the th user of the decorrelating
detector with perfect time delay are, respectively

(29)

and

(30)

where denotes the [
]th element of the matrix .
For the robust decorrelating detector and the multistage

decorrelating detector (assuming that tentative data bit deci-
sions are all correct), the BER and AME are given as (29) and
(30), with replacing .

In [21], it was shown that for a -user CDMA system
using independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
spreading sequences with spreading factor, the average
AME of a decorrelating detector is .
Therefore, the AME is inversely proportional to the number of
users. The robust decorrelating detector has an equivalent of
2 users. The multistage decorrelating detector described in
Section III assuming correct tentative data bit decisions yield
an equivalent of users. The robust SIC detector
is an iterative implementation of the multistage decorrelating
detector, so its performance would be upper bounded by the
multistage decorrelator.

Note that in (24) we have estimated independently at
different time intervals, , which converges to the
decorrelating detector. If we use the constant amplitude property
to average the ’s, i.e., , or use
exact amplitude information (if it is available), then there will
be less noise enhancement, and the robust SIC detector may
outperform the corresponding decorrelating detector. However,
convergence of such a smoothing procedure is not guaranteed.

The BER and AME for theth bit of the th user of the decor-
relating detector with estimated time delays can be calculated as
in [11]. As its AME depends on the received powers of the other
users, it is not near–far resistant.

B. Implementation Complexity

In this subsection, we calculate the computational complexity
of the proposed robust SIC and compare it to those of the other
multiuser detectors.

Note that in the decorrelation in the initialization step there
are 2 2 matrices, each constructed from multiplying
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Fig. 2. Sampling of the chip-matched filter response for truncated bandlimited chip pulse shapes. The solid arrows represent the first-order derivative of the
chip-matched filter response at the sampling points with estimated timing delay.

2 and 2 matrices, and therefore is . Assume
that the robust SIC needs iterations. Each iteration of the
robust SIC algorithm takes computations, so the
total complexity is . Usually is enough to
get close to steady-state performance. No reordering according
to SNR is performed in the algorithm.

The decorrelating detector has complexity . The
SIC implementation of the decorrelating detector is of com-
plexity [23]. Assume that the number of SIC stages
is the same as that of the robust SIC. The robust decorrelating
detector [16], [17] has complexity . The improved
MMSE (IMMSE) multiuser detector [16], [26] has complexity
at least . Although the robust SIC doubles the com-
plexity of that of SIC, its complexity is still far less than those
of other robust multiuser detectors.

V. ROBUST SIC DETECTOR FORBANDLIMITED

CHIP PULSE SHAPES

Few research results have been reported on robust multiuser
detectors with different chip pulse shapes. In [19], an approach
similar to the IMMSE detector of [26] was extended to a pulse-
shaping system, and a modified maximum-likelihood sequence
detection (M-MLSD) is derived by averaging over the time-
delay error distributions. In this section, we will construct a
generalized system model for a bandlimited chip pulse shape
CDMA system, and extend the proposed robust SIC detector of
Section III to this general case.

The system model is similar to the one used in [19] and [22].
The received signal is given by (1), where the normalized sig-
nature waveform of user is modified from (2) as

(31)

where is a bandlimited chip pulse shape. In the simula-
tions, a square-root raised cosine pulse shape is used for.
The receiver front end chip-matched filter has impulse response

.
For general chip pulse shapes, the received signature wave-

form of the th bit of the th user, , is the convolution of

the user spreading codes with the chip-matched filter response
at the sampling points, i.e.,

(32)

where vector is the th user’s chip-matched filter response
at the chip-rate sampling points, as shown in Fig. 2. If the chip-
matched filter response is truncated to length , then the
vector will be of length , and the signature waveform
will have nonzero elements. Theth element of
is given by

(33)

The error vector for the bandlimited chip pulse shape
is the convolution of the user spreading codes with the first
derivative vector of the th user’s chip-matched filter re-
sponse at the sampling points, i.e.,

(34)

with elements

(35)

The th user’s waveform for theth interval is first-
order Taylor expanded as

(36)

The robust SIC detector of Section III can be applied by sub-
stituting (34) and (36) into (12). Since the Taylor expansion of
(36) is not exact, there will be residual interference. As will be
shown in Section VI, this interference is not large as long as the
timing error is small enough so that the first-order Taylor expan-
sion is a good approximation.

VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we simulate the performance of our proposed
robust SIC multiuser detector, and compare its performance to
that of the decorrelating detector with and without perfect time-
delay estimates.
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Fig. 3. AME as a function of near–far ratio for� = 0:1T .K = 5 users.

Fig. 4. AME as a function of number of users for� = 0:1T . Near–far ratio
is 20 dB.

Throughout the simulations, if it is not otherwise stated, we
will assume, as in [11] and [29], that the delay estimation er-
rors are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with
equal standard deviation for all users, and
is used rather than in (24) and (25). Gold code se-
quences of length and a block size of are used.
Unless otherwise stated, the estimated time delays have only
fractional chip uncertainty, and rectangular chip pulse shapes
are used. Although a Gaussian delay-error distribution is used
for the simulations, we note the robust SIC detector operation
does not depend on the delay-error distribution. The user of in-
terest, the first user, has the lowest received power. The near–far
ratio is defined as the power ratio of the strongest user to the first
user, , where . Other users have power levels uni-
formly distributed between the strongest and the weakest user.
SNR is defined for the first user as . For all the
BER simulations, near–far ratio is fixed at 20 dB.

In Figs. 3–10, theDecorrelator(True Delay)curves refer to
the decorrelating detector with true time delays, (11).Decorre-

Fig. 5. BER of user 1 for� = 0:1T . Proposed robust SIC detector with
K = 10 users. Near–far ratio is 20 dB.

Fig. 6. BER of user 1 for� = 0:1T . Proposed robust SIC detector with
K = 20 users. Near–far ratio is 20 dB.

lator(Est. Delay)refers to the decorrelating detector with esti-
mated time delays, (21),Robust SICrefers to the robust SIC de-
tector of (12) and (23)–(27), andRobust Decorrelatorrefers to
the robust decorrelating detector with 2virtual users of (17).
As expected, the robust decorrelators employing virtual users as
in (12) have almost identical BERs compared to that using (13).
So in all the figures, only the curves of the robust decorrelator
using (12) will be shown. TheDecorrelator(True Delay, Analyt-
ical), Robust SIC(Analytical), andRobust Decorrelator(Analyt-
ical) curves refer to the analytical BER calculated using (29),
with the SNR adjusted by a factor of 2/3, to account for the
chip-asynchronous loss for rectangular chip pulses [28]. These
analytical curves serve to confirm the accuracy of the BER sim-
ulation curves.

In Fig. 3, the number of users is and the near–far
ratio is increased from 0 to 30 dB. The multistage robust decor-
relating detector with correct data bit decisions serves as the
upper bound for the proposed robust SIC detector. As shown,
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Fig. 7. AME of user 1 as a function of the delay error standard deviation� .
Near–far ratio is 20 dB.

Fig. 8. BER of user 1 as a function of the delay error standard deviation� .
Near–far ratio is 20 dB.

the AME of the proposed robust SIC detector is between the
AME value of the decorrelating detector with true delays and the
robust decorrelating detector, and stays constant as the near–far
ratio increases. Therefore, this proposed robust SIC detector ex-
hibits near–far resistance under delay mismatch. As the near–far
ratio increases, the AME of the decorrelating detector with es-
timated time delays decreases toward zero.

Fig. 4 compares the AME performance as the number of
users is increased from 3 to 31. The near–far ratio is fixed at
20 dB. As expected from Section IV-A, the robust SIC can sup-
port users (AME is greater
than zero). The decorrelator with estimated delays can only sup-
port five or six users, while the robust decorrelator can support
16 users, about half the spreading factor, . It can also be
observed that the AME of the robust decorrelator approaches
zero at twice the rate of the decorrelator with true delays as the
number of users increases, while the robust SIC decrease is close
to that of the decorrelator with true delays.

Fig. 9. Integer and fractional uncertainty delay estimates. BER of user 1 for
� = 0:15T andK = 10 users. Near–far ratio is 20 dB.

Fig. 10. Bandlimited chip pulse shapes. BER of user 1 for� = 0:1T and
K = 5 users. Near–far ratio is 20 dB.

In Fig. 5, the results show that with ten users, the BER of
the robust SIC detector (Section III-A) is lower than that of the
robust decorrelator, and is close to the BER of the ideal decor-
relator with known time delays. At a BER of 10, the loss
compared to the ideal decorrelator is about 0.4 dB. The BER
of the decorrelator with estimated delays is larger than 10in
high SNR, which makes it completely unusable in this severe
near–far condition. We find that the proposed robust SIC de-
tector converges in ten iterations, where we define convergence
of the robust SIC detector to occur when the difference in es-
timated amplitude value between two consecutive iterations is
less than 0.1%. As a result, the computational saving due to the
SIC is large, compared to that of matrix inversion.

We have claimed that the robust SIC detector has a capacity of
over 50% of the spreading factor. To show this, a system with 20
users is simulated in Fig. 6. The difference between the robust
SIC detector and the decorrelator with true delays is significant.
This can be explained by the AME values of Fig. 4, in which
the AME of the robust SIC detector is about half of that of the
ideal decorrelator.
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Figs. 7 and 8 show the AME and BER of the proposed robust
SIC, respectively, as a function of the values of delay estimation
error standard deviation , varying from 0.0 to 0.8 . The
delay error is truncated to be within0.5 as all users are
assumed under acquisition. When , is
used in (24) and (25). From the results, our robust SIC is usable
as long as the estimated time delay is within0.5 of the true
delay, although its performance is best when .

In Fig. 9, performance of the two proposed approaches are
compared for . Robust SIC(Guard Vector)refers to
the robust SIC detector using (14) of Section III-C, andRobust
SIC(No Guard Vector)refers to the robust SIC detector using
(12) of Section III-A. From Fig. 9, as SNR gets larger, the robust
SIC detector(Guard Vector) of (14) outperforms the robust SIC
detector(No Guard Vector) of (12), as expected, since there is
little noise enhancement, but at a cost of reduced capacity to

.
Fig. 10 shows simulation results of the robust SIC detector

for bandlimited chip pulse shapes with users and the
. From Fig. 10, the robust SIC

detector has a lower BER than the robust decorrelating detector.
Although both the BERs of the robust SIC detector and the ro-
bust decorrelating detector show significant improvement over
the decorrelating detector with estimated delays, there is a larger
performance gap from the ideal decorrelator, due to residual
error in the first-order Taylor expansion in (36).

VII. CONCLUSION

Using a chip-matched filtering model, we have proposed a
robust SIC detector. The BER and AME performance measures
are derived and simulated. The receiver is near–far resistant
when all users are under acquisition to within a half chip. Perfor-
mance is only slightly inferior to a decorrelating detector with
perfect delay estimates, but outperforms a decorrelating detector
with estimated delays. Capacity is greater than the 50% capacity
limit of the synchronous robust decorrelating detector, and the
AME is improved as well. This robust SIC detector is similar to
iterative maximization of the log-likelihood function using the
SAGE algorithm, which has guaranteed convergence, at least
to a fixed point. This robust SIC detector, generalized to ban-
dlimited chip pulse shapes, exhibits some performance degra-
dation due to incomplete interference cancellation. This robust
SIC detector is derived for AWGN or slowly varying channels.
As further work, the approach could be extended to fast fading
channels. In addition, receiver performance for bandlimited chip
pulse shapes has room for further improvement.
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